Abstract Reliable iron concentration data can be obtained by quantitative analyses of image sequences, acquired by electron spectroscopic imaging. A number of requirements are formulated for the successful application of this recently developed in situ quantitative type of analysis. A demonstration of the procedures is given. By application of the technique it is established that there are no significant differences in the average iron loading of structures analysed in liver parenchymal cells of a patient with an iron storage disease, before and after phlebotomy. This supports the hypothesis that the process of iron unloading is a n organelle specific process. Measurement of the binary morphology, represented by the area and contour ratio of the iron containing objects revealed no information about differences between the objects. This finding contradicts the visual suggestion that ferritin clusters are more irregularly shaped than the other iron objects. Also, no differences could be found in this sense between the situations before and after phlebotomy. With respect to the density appearance, objects that have an inhomogeneous iron loading averagely contain more iron. This observation does correspond well with the visual impression of the increasingly irregular appearance of more well-loaded structures. ~ 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved
INTRODUCTION
Element quantitation by electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI) in biological tissues is, from several points of view, a rather complicated matter: electron scatter theory is complex and the element preservation in tissue sections has to be carefully considered. Also, the experimental conditions in which image sequences are to be acquired under stable instrumental conditions and processing with proper analytical (computer) techniques deserve special attention. These diffÉculties, in addition to the instrumental costs, make that quantitative studies are rare, especially in the bio-medical field. Over the last years we invested considerably in making ESI more accessible in this area.
A number of guidelines may be formulated which have to be considered in order to sensibly apply quantitative ESI:
(1) There must be some proof that element losses during the applied tissue processing techniques and during the measurements are minimized. Also, de-localization of element quantities should be minimal as result of the material preparations. (2) To allow the use of relative simple expressions for quantification one has to verify that the sections are sufficiently thin. If the probability of multiple inelastic interactions over the section thickness increases, straightforward application of the frequently published expressions becomes inaccurate and necessitates correction or spectgal deconvolution. A basic requirement is the validation of used quantification expressions by measuring the degree of absence of multiple scattering. (3) Distortions in the image formation process have to be known and for the crucial problems corrections should be at hand. (4) Valid mathematical/statistical procedures have to i be available that deal with the background problem which is fundamental to electron energy-loss spectroscopy (Unser et al., 1987; Beckers et al., 1993) . (5) For the local measurement of element concentrations statistically sound detection procedures have to applied (Van Puymbroeck etal., 1992) . Not only the presence of element quantities has to be demonstrated, but also the absence of detections in situations where no element under investigation is present. Bonnet et al. (1988) showed the power of creating 'ghost'-images under sUch conditions, without the need of additional image acquisition.
Our present contribution, which is a summary of our procedures for chemical element quantitation in ultrathin sections and the application of this technique to liver analysis, includes all five aspects. Germany) with an in-column spectrometer (Fig. 1) . The instrument is, however, adapted ( Fig. 1) for quantitative measurements by the introduction of calibrated Kodak No 96 neutral density filters, ranging from D=0 (no filter) to D=6, in the optical path towards the TV camera (Bosch TYC 9A SIT, or a S|T-66 from Dage-MTI Inc.). This adaptation allows one to acquire the low intensity element-related images at the same camera settings as the high-intensity images in the zeroand low-loss region and to use the D values of the filters for the calibration of the images. For details, see de Bruijn et al. (1993); Beckers et al. (1994) and also Sorber et al. (1990) and Reimer (1991) . With respect to quantification a strategy has been proposed years ago to use bio-standards, embedded together in Epon with the tissues, for analysis by electron-probe X-ray microanalysis (EPMA). This procedure can also be applied for ESI, (de Bruijn and Cleton-Soeteman, 1985) . Following this approach, the tissue processing procedure included co-embedding of element-loaded (e.g. iron) Chelex l°° ion-exchange beads. This allows measurements of the unknown and standard shortly after each other in the same section, which contributes to the accuracy of measurement.
The biological aim to analyze the iron contents of human biopsy material by ESI is: (1) to answer questions about iron loading in patients suffering from haemochromatosis, an iron storage disease, (2) to know the iron concentrations in the various recognizable storage compartments in the liver parenchymal cells (ferritin particles, clusters, lysosomes and siderosomes) in situ and (3) to learn about the removal of iron from these compartments during the patient's phlebotomy treatment (controlled bleeding), which was known to reduce bio-chemically the mean iron tissue contents and to result in a numerical reduction of the iron-containing compartments in the liver parenchymal cells. The first two questions have been addressed before, (Cleton et al., 1986; Beckers et al., 1996) . Here we will concentrate on the last question. The hypothesis tested is whether the unloading of iron from the cell is an organelle specific process. The other question addressed is to see if some proof for the frequently suggested relation between the degree of iron loading of objects (ferritin clusters, lysosomes, siderosomes) and the morphology of these objects can be found. Clusters, which are (visually) less heavily loaded are suggested to have a more irregular shape than the well-loaded lysosomes and siderosomes, because of the presumed absence of a membrane. Also, more heavily loaded structures seem to be more inhomogeneous in appearance.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The material was obtained from an iron-overloaded male patient, 37 years of age. Clinically, the patient was diagnosed to have an idiopathic haemochromatosis. Percutaneous liver needle biopsy specimens were obtained before and after phlebotomy. The treatment consisted of 20 venesections by which a total amount of 3 g iron was removed from the body. Perls' blue staining of histological sections revealed a grade 4 overload according to Scheuer (1977) before phlebotomy and grade 1 2 after treatment. Several tissue blocks of 1-2 mm 3 were glutaraldehyde fixed, post-fixed with OsO4 and embedded in Epon together with Fe-loaded Chelex ~°° (BioRad). Ultrathin sections of approximately 60-70 nm were subsequently cut and put on 200 mesh copper grids without a carrier film. Material of the patient before and after phlebotomy is referred to by A and B, respectively. Stearns et al. (1994) showed that the loss of iron during similar tissue processing procedures is minimal. We did not perform such an evaluation ourselves, because the amount of material was restricted.
Before acquisition of any iron related image sequence, the microscope is aligned and adjusted according to the instructions. In the illumination system ( Fig. 1 ) a condenser diaphragm with a hole of 400 gm is used. A 90 gm diaphragm is inserted below the objective lens to obtain an aperture of 17 mrad. The slit in the spectrometer is adjusted to 20eV width and for offset calibration of the energy-loss scale, a negative bias of a few eV's is set as a guard region. The threshold energy for iron (Fe) L2,3-ionization is 708 eV and particularly useful for ESI because of its marked edge in the energyloss spectrum. To investigate the amount of iron in parenchymal cells, ESI-sequences were obtained at 12000 x magnification, which corresponds to a sample distance in the digital images of 5.5 rim. The camera 
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Energy loss (eV) Fig. 2 . The principle of model-based background correction and the relevant spectral regions are shown. The background I b is to be removed to obtain the net-image I k in the A-region. The F-region is used for fitting the model. W~ is width of the energy+selecting slit present in the energy-dispersive plane below the spectrometer.
used was the SIT-66. The regions of interest were selected by the criterion that several dense structures of considerable size had to be present within the image frame. For these objects, a maximum diversity in density and morphology was pursued. In a number of sections, five regions were addressed to acquire data sets of the situation before phlebotomy and similarly seven regions for the situation after phlebotomy. In each section, an ESI sequence of the Fe-Chelex was also acquired for calibration. Analog zero-loss energy-filtered transmission electron micrographs were obtained at 12000 x magnification for visual inspection of all digitally acquired regions. A digital sequence of either a tissue or standard region consists of 20 images and is acquired under the spectral and filter density conditions as given in Table 1 . The processing of the data was carried out according to the analysis procedures outlined in Beckers et al. (1994 Beckers et al. ( , 1996 . To make this contribution self explanatory, the procedures are summarized in short for iron in particular. The analysis of Fe is performed in a spectral region where the so-called 'power-law' model is valid for the a-specific spectral background (Colliex, 1985; Colliex et al., 1986; Egerton, 1986) . Figure 2 illustrates the principle of model-based background correction and defines the relevant spectral regions and used terminology (wv=100eV, wA=60eV, %=20eV). The background is removed by the procedure described in Beckers et al. (1993) by the statistical estimation of I b from five pre-edge images, followed by the subtraction: Ik=l--lb.
The expression for the iron concentration in terms of the number of atoms iron per unit volume can by approximation be given as (Egerton, 1986) :
/vq~,A).~kq~,a).t in which the intensity at the edge I k is related to the total intensity I v in the zero and lowdoss region, both acquired at the same objective lens aperture fl and integrated over the same A region and ak(fl, A) is the partial cross-section. The section thickness is represented by t. In the same ultrathin section the iron standard is present. Evaluating equation (1) in a suc h a region, a similar expression can be obtained for the iron quantity (Nve,~) in the standard. When it is assumed that the partial cross-sections of iron in tissue and(standard are about the same, and the ratio of Ik over IT is replaced by Rve and RF~,~ lbr respectively the tissue and the standard, equation (1) converts into:
RFe,s(k3,zX)
For the presently used iron-loaded Chelex standard the concentration Nve.s=l.64 atoms Fe/nm 3 has been calculated (Sorber et al., 1991) . The quantification expression equation (2) can only be used in measurement areas where the specimen thickness is less than the plasmon mean free path (t<2p) and A is sufficiently large to include a representative sample of the edge intensity. An estimation for the relative section thickness is obtained in the low-loss region of the spectrum (Egerton and Cheng, 1987) :
where It(fl, A2) is the total area under the spectrum truncated at an energy-loss range A 2 (= 100 eV) and Io(fl) is the zero-loss intensity. Practically, the measurements in the low-loss region can be combined, since I T and I t are evaluated in overlapping regions.
Referring to images in Table 1 , Image 2-9 and Image 11-13 are directly used for concentration measurement in reference to a similar set of the standard. Image 11-15 are used for the section thickness assessment. The other images are exploited for specific corrections (camerarelated shading and non-linearity, specimen drift) and noise measurement for the calculation of signal to noise ratio (SNR-) images as described in Beckers et al. (1994 Beckers et al. ( , 1996 . The validity of the image data was evaluated by the analysis of ghost images and checking for drift (which in principle was compensated) and radiation damage. A ghost image in this case is an image which is expected to contain no iron, because it is obtained from a spectral region before the iron edge.
The iron concentration distribution images generally showed clustered amounts of iron, such as ferritin clusters, lysosomes and siderosomes. These structures were considered as objects. The thresholding of the SNR-image of the net-intensity image formed the basis for object analysis. These images were thresholded at a level equivalent to 3.0. The result is a binary image, which represents all significant iron contributions in the imaged region. Because the quantity to be measured is Fig. 4 . A composition of all digital images acquired from the area in Fig. 3 with the protocol in Table 1. the concentration, it is important that each object fills the section entirely (in the depth direction). Problems related to this cannot be entirely avoided, but small objects can at least be removed and the borders of the objects excluded from the analysis. Therefore, objects with a size smaller than 70nm, measured by the diameter of an inscribed disc, were removed. Also, the binary objects were eroded once with a 3 x 3 square structuring element to remove the borders. The binary mask that remained after these steps was used to identify the individual objects. A concentration histogram was made of each remaining object as a representation of the iron distribution.
To compare the effect of phlebotomy on the ironloading of the objects, the average concentration of each object Navg and the extreme values Nmi n and Nma x were determined for situations A and B. The Wilcoxon-test was performed to determine the effect of phlebotomy on the average object concentration.
Analysis of the shape of the objects was restricted to the measurement of the object area (A) and the contour ratio (CR). These features were only evaluated for those objects not connected to the image border. The object area is defined as the sum of all object pixels and the contour ratio is defined by:
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Circular objects have a CR-value of 1, for non-circular objects, CR>I. Both features were also studied in relation to the average object concentration (Novg). The inhomogeneity of the objects, represented by the standard deviation of the iron loading std-N, was studied in relation to Nav s, Nma x and Nmin. The morphology of the element distribution images was visually compared to the analog electron micrographs.
RESULTS

Quantification procedure
The purpose of this section is to illustrate the acquisition and analysis procedures. Figure 3 shows an analog micrograph of the region that was analysed. In the cytoplasm of this liver parenchymal cell not only visible are very dense lysosomes and siderosomes, filled with ferritin-like particles, but also very small ferritin clusters and parts of the endoplasmatic reticulum. The microscope was set up for ESI and an image sequence is obtained according to the protocol in Table 1 . Figure 4 shows a composition of the digitally acquired images. The arrangement of the images follows the ordering in Table 1 . Before concentrating on the quantitative analysis, it should be investigated whether valid results may be expected from this data under the given circumstances. First, corrections for camera distortions were performed, specimen drift was checked for and corrections carried out. Then, a ghost image was calculated from the pre-edge data set and the number of detections counted. No exceptional events were obtained. From this evaluation it was concluded that the acquisition process delivered valid data. In Fig. 5 the results of the first analysis stage are shown, together with the image acquired at 250 eV energy-loss, which clearly depicts the morphological structure of the specimen. The image of the relative section thickness (bottom right), obtained with equation (3), shows that the values do not exceed a limit of approximately 0.6. This means that it was justified to apply equation (2) for the quantitative analysis, of which the result is shown bottom left. Subsequently, the noise level was computed for each pixel, allowing for the SNR-image to be computed. This result is shown in Fig. 6 (bottom left) . The SNR-histogram, including the detection threshold, is displayed on the top. Application of the computed threshold to the SNR-image delivers the binary result in Fig. 6 , bottom right. This image shows all image locations with significant element contributions. Detected are not only the well-loaded lysosomal structures, but also a large number of very small ferritin clusters (see also Fig. 3 ).
For the subsequent object analysis, such small clusters were removed from the image, since structures of this size are not expected to fill the whole section and therefore distort the concentration analysis.
Effect of phlebotomy
To study the effect of phlebotomy, image acquisition and quantification were carried out according to the above described and illustrated procedures. In the five data sets of the situation A (before phlebotomy), 32 objects were detected, integrally covering an area of 5.70 gm 2. Table 2 gives an overview of the conditions and measured feature values per object. The objects are grouped per image and it is indicated which objects were calibrated with the same standard. Thus, eg., the objects A20 A25 were measured in one image and calibrated with Chelex sphere Chlx2. For situation B, 22 objects were obtained with a total area of 5.16 gm 2. The results are similarly presented in Table 3 . Both TAbles 2 and 3 contain data on the concentration parameters (N~vg, Nmin and Nm~x), the object inhomogeneity (std -N) and the relative section thickness, measured in each object (ln(/flo) minimum and maximum values)L The maximum values for ln(l,/lo) are mostly below 0.6, which means that application of equation (2) is justified and expected to deliver valid results.
With a mean value of the average object concentration of 1.16 atoms Fe/nm 3 for situation A and 1.27 atoms/ nm 3 for situation B, the objects in the latter case seem to be slightly more heavily loaded. Since the distribution of the average object concentration was not normal for either of the situations A and B, the Wilcoxon-test was used (a=5%) for the statistical comparison. The test revealed no significant difference in average object concentration before and after phlebotomy. 
Particle morphology
The quantitative results of the analysis of the morphology by area measurement and contour-ratio measurement are also collected in Table 2 for situation A and in Table 3 for situation B. The missing values for each of the situations are caused by the fact that objects touching the image border were not measured. To investigate the relation between the average object loading and its shape, scatter plots of the area versus N~vg and of CR versus Navg were made, as shown in Fig. 7a and b, respectively. Figure 7c shows the relationship between the shape parameters. There is no marked structure visible in these figures for either of the cases A and B. Also, no differences are present between the situation before and after phlebotomy. The inhomogeneity of the individual objects was analysed by measuring the standard deviation (std-N) of the iron concentration. The relationships between std-N on one hand and Navg , Nmi n and Nma × on the other hand are shown in Fig. 8 . The linear regression lines are also drawn for each of the parameters and for each of the cases A and B. Before and after phlebotomy there is a very similar and apparent linear relationship between object inhomogeneity and loading (N, vg and Nm,x) . The data for Nmin shows a horizontal behaviour.
Std -N and both morphological parameters were also plotted, but as can be understood from Fig. 8 these representations did not yield any new information and are therefore not shown.
For a qualitative treatment of morphology, the iron distribution images were compared with the more conventional (energy-filtered) analog electron micrographs. Figure 3 shows an example of such a micrograph of the patient tissue before phlebotomy treatment. Dense regions can be observed, which are visually suggested to contain more iron. The iron measurements in Fig. 5 , however, could not associate a higher iron content to these regions. The difference in morphology between iron map and micrograph stresses that the interpretation of the micrographs at this point cannot be performed without the production of iron proportional images.
DISCUSSION
Quantification procedure
The quantitative procedures for the measurement of iron were demonstrated and illustrated with material that was used for the analysis of a pathological overload condition of the human liver. All guideline aspects that were formulated in the beginning of this paper have been carefully considered. As a result of the procedure it was shown that even very small clusters of ferritin could be detected in patient material.
Efl'ect of phlebotomy
No difference could be measured in average object concentration between the situations before and after phlebotomy. The iron that was removed from the liver was most probably not removed from the structures such as analyzed in situation B. It may even !be presumed that the cells in which these structures lie, have not yet answered to the demand of iron. It must be noted that the measurements were performed in parenChymal cells, of which the location within the liver was undetermined. The selection of locations was triggered by the visual presence of electron dense structures, such as clusters, lysosomes or siderosomes. Because light-microscopical observations of histological sections revealed a lower grade of iron-loading of the liver after phldbotomy, but no difference between the concentration in the two situations could be measured, this experiment supports the hypothesis that iron containing structures are catabolized one by one. This is similar to the way ferritin is catabolized (Mostert et al., 1989) . The result is not in agreement with the measurements performed by Cleton et al. (1986, 1988) . The reason for this may be caused by the histologically insufficiently well-determined measurement locations. Because of the discrepan+y, it is now believed that the location of the parenchymal cells relative to the descendant of the portal vein should be specified and that an equal number of object types (cluster, lysosome, siderosome) before and after phlebotomy should be addressed. Furthermore it should be realized that the quantitative results in this study are expressed in atoms per unit volume, while Cleton et al. (1986) expressed the quantities as weight percentages. Volume effects influence the former quantities, while mass effects influence the latter.
Particle morphology
The purpose of the morphological analysis was twofold: to see whether simple parameters such as A and CR contribute to the type discrimination and to see whether phlebotomy has had any effect on the morphology. Figure 7a only vaguely contains some structure, but the question is whether this is artificial or not. The area of an object naturally depends on the way it was sectioned and, as a result, a large 3-D object may be seen as a small one in certain 2-D cross-sections. In Fig.  7b , no structure is visible at all. The conclusion of these measurements is that there is no marked difference between the situations A and B. Also, no clear indication could be obtained about the usefulness of the described morphologic parameters for the typing of the objects. Figure 8 indicates that the average concentration and the maximum concentration of an object and the standard deviation of the concentration distribution of the object correlate well. The visual impression that the inhomogeneity increases with the average object loading is hereby confirmed. The horizontal behaviour of the measured minimum concentration is not surprising if we think of Nmin as the detection limit. The radiation intensity and related to that the quantum noise determines the minimally detectable quantities of the element. Since virtually equal microscope beam intensity settings were used for acquisition of the various image sets, approximately equal detection limits may be expected in the results.
Considering the morphology qualitatively, it can be concluded that the use of the electron micrograph density as an indication for the presence of iron is questionable. Reversely, subregions with high iron concentrations are found, which do correlate well with the presence of dense subregions. Because these subregions are of the compact type, it seems logical to conclude that either these regions originate from a biochemical process with a limited extent, or that they are the final result of such a process elsewhere and that these structures have been incorporated in a later stage. In Beckers et al. (1996) it was demonstrated that the iron structures can be characterized in greater detail by further analysis of the iron distribution of the individual objects.
